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Outdoor Add-Ons

Our clear tent is great to add-on if you’re 
set on an outdoor ceremony or reception 
but there’s a forecast of rain. We even love 
this tent when there’s no rain in sight due 
to all of the possibilities with styling &
decorating it!

20x40. Can fit 66 people under with tables, 
or 80 ceremony, or 100 standing/seated 
ceremony.
Cost: $1,750

Clear Tent

Do you envision dancing the night away 
under the trees and stars on your wedding 
day? Then we highly recommend adding 
the dance floor! Set-up behind the barn & 
makes for beautiful first dance photos. 
Cost: $750

Dance Floor

Typically the fire pit lives in the woods 
up the hill & looks down on the barn from 
above, but we’re able to move the fire pit 
down closer to the barn if you prefer. 
Cost: $400

Fire Pit Area
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In the warmer months, we trim branches from 
our sister property Oakleaf Hollow to tuck into 
the rafters of the barn. In cold months (November 
through April) we have Smilax vine to twine above.
Cost: $600

Added Details
All options are included in the ‘And Then Some’ package

Greenery in the Rafters

Our new sheer drapes can line the center aisle of 
the barn -- making it feel more intimate for small-
er events, or for softening the feeling of the barn 
posts (left open). Cost: $400

Draping

We now have eight color-changing uplights you 
can place inside the barn! Great for dance time, 
can also combine them with the draping for
intimate weddings or for unexpected glowy color.
Cost: $400

Colored Indoor Uplighting

We have 12 in total & they’re on a dimmer. Lots of 
options for styling! Hang them in the clear tent... 
outside...let’s dream! Will need a consultation and 
a lighting plan for installation.
Cost: $400

Woven Lanters
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Our
Plateware



LOTS of patterns, various colors. Because 
they are vintage, we may have only one or 
2 of one pattern and 10 of
another. We can pull plates in a desired 
color range to go with your scheme. We 
have plenty of dinner, salad and dessert 
plates.
Quantity: Full (enough for multi-course 
meal)

Great for a simpler look, or Boho, easy to dress 
up or down! 
TIP: A patterned China salad plate looks love-
ly atop a white dinner plate for a relaxed yet 
sophisticated look.

We have dinner plates and  salad plates (which 
can be used for dessert also).
Quantity: full

We rolled out gold rim dinner 
plates last year, this year we are 
working on Silver Rim as well! 
We do not have sufficient dessert 
plates, but can choose simpler 
china styles to mix in with them.

China

Mismatched China White China

Gold/Silver Rim China
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Gold Rim Dinner Plate: Full
(enough for 2-course meal)
Gold Rim Salad Plate: 86
Gold Rim Soup Bowls: Full

Silver Rim Dinner Plate: Full
Silver Rim Salad Plate: Full



Mixed china styles only, some are more upright 
in style and others a little “squattier.” We have 
saucers to place under them for a more formal 
setup.

QTY: full

Spoon for size reference. Berry bowls are 
perfect for ice cream/desserts as well as 
fruit samplings.

QTY: full

Spoon for size reference. Berry bowls are 
perfect for ice cream/desserts as well as 
fruit samplings.

QTY: 100

China Extras

China Coffee/Teacups & Saucers

China Berry Bowls

China Soup Bowls
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Silver Rim Dinner Plate: Full
Silver Rim Salad Plate: Full



Our
Glassware



Various mixed shapes make it 
fun! Amber looks great with 
other Fall colors like smoke and 
green, clear and light blue!

Qty:
Wine - Full
Water - Full

Vintage Glassware
Our curated collection of vintage glassware by Noritake, Lenox, Anchor 
Hocking, Fenton, and Fostoria

Amber Glassware

We are in love with this
collection. Green looks great any 
time of year. It’s a surprisingly 
fun pairing with light or dark 
blue, as well as clear, amber, and 
smoke!

Qty:
Wine - Full
Water - Full

The way the clear glasses catch 
the light is truly so beautiful, 
whether it’s from the sun or a 
candle. Obviously, they go with 
any color!

Qty:
Wine - Full
Water - Full

Green Glassware

Mixed Clear
Glassware
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A fun neutral that pairs
beautifully with amber, clear, 
light blue or pink! 

Wine Qty: Full
Water Qty: Full

Vintage Glassware (Cont.)
*These colors are available in more limited quantities*

Smoke Glassware

Light Blue Glassware

Dark Blue Glassware

Light blue works almost as a 
neutral, pairing with any of our 
glassware colors in
surprising ways. Mix with confi-
dence!

Wine Qty: Full
Water Qty:  Full

That cobalt to navy pop of color is 
thrilling -- pair it with clear, light 
blue, green or amber for fun!

Wine Qty: 50
Water Qty:  50
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Smoke Glassware

Light Blue Glassware

Dark Blue Glassware

Available in Amber, Clear & Green. We are working on a full matching collection of 
these colors and are getting close! We have at least 80 of each (we have 100 in Amber). 

Our Wexford glassware collection are a favorite -- they catch the light so beautifully 
and elegantly show off any liquid within. The Port Glasses are perfect for welcome 
drinks or cocktail hour! Some weddings use these for wine, and the Wexford wine 
glasses as water for a glittery tablescape. (LEFT: Wine Glasses, RIGHT: Port Glasses)

Qty: Full

Matching Glassware

Wexford Wine & Port Glassware

Anchor Hocking Water & Tea Glasses
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Mix it up & have fun! You can opt for any of 
these colors to be
blended in with your other glassware.

An exclectic mix of 
beautiful crystal 
and molded wine
glasses
- everyone has a 
different glass
QTY: Full

We have a fun
collection of
various colors and 
styles of vintage port 
glasses! Add some 
extra fun to your 
cocktail hour with 
this grouping.
QTY: Full

Mixed Crystal Wine Glasses Mixed Port/Sherry Glasses

The Rainbow

Additional Matching Glassware
(LEFT TO RIGHT): Amethyst Glasses, Black Glasses, Old-Fashioned Glasses, Pink Glasses

QTY: 130                                  QTY: 130                                    QTY: 130 QTY:                        QTY: 50 (Water & Wine)

More Glassware
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Champagne Glasses
Champagne Coupes (LEFT) - used for
champagne towers. Champagne Flutes (RIGHT) 
used for toasts & champagne served to guests.

QTY: 32                                         QTY: Full

QTY:
-Teal/random 
blues: 26
-Purple: 23
-Red: 8
-Yellow: 27
-Light Green: 5



Linens
& Table Decor



We work with White Table Specialty Linens to offer napkins and cocktail linens! Linens 
are included in the ‘Head Over Heels’ package, and available for a fee through us for other 
packages. We are happy to pick them up and return them for you! Velvet, satins and other 
options available with an upcharge.

Flatware

Linens

We have silver, gold and black flatware for you to choose from. Each come in a full set 
(dinner fork, salad fork, dessert fork, dinner knife, soup spoon, tea spoon)
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C.

A. Oversized Water Jugs
We have three of various 
sizes, great for stacking in a 
corner with Pampas grass, 
cut branches, or other tall 
details!

B. White Pottery w/ Gold 
Rim
Perfect for the Boho look! 
Quantity: 22

C. Medicine  Bottles:
Dredged from the bottom of a 
lake. They are NOT PERFECT, 
as one might expect after 
decades spent in silt. 
Bluish green: 24,
Amber: 2
Clear: 58

D. 24” Tall Clear Cylinders
Quantity: 5

E. 10” tall clear cylinders
Quantity: 50

F. Silver Bowls
Beautiful mismatched silver 
bowls for floral centerpieces.
QTY: 25

Vases & Vessels

A.

B.

D.

E.
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(BOTTOM) GLASS CYLINDERS - Great for pillar candles or flowers! - Qty: 50
HURRICANE SHEILDS (so we can light tapers) - Qty: 75

*Candles are not included.*

Best tapers to buy: Yummi Candles, via Amazon/online -- they are designed to fit well in 
various vintage size candleholder

Glass cylinders: 3” diameter candles work best, no higher than 6”

(TOP) GLASS CANDLEHOLDERS (Qty: 50), BRASS CANDLEHOLDERS (Qty: 60),
SILVER CANDLEHOLDERS (Qty: 40)

Candle Holders
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You must provide your own 
candles to go inside & may use 
tea lights or votive candles in 
any of these!

A. Cut Glass Votives
Quantity: 32

B. Mercury Votives
Quantity: 80

C. Amber Votives
Quantity: 27

D. Green Glass Votives
Quantity: 32

E. Blue Glass Votives
Quantity: 40

F. Simple Clear Votives
Quantity: 50

Votives

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
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Charcuterie Spread
1 large butcherblock board w/
handle
2 large thick butcherblock boards
2 medium wood slabs
2 small wood slanbs
2 silver bowls
4 silver trays

Water Bottles for Tables + Gold 
or Silver Trays
(Trays used by staff to
collect discarded glass/cans)

Miscellaneous

Modern Gold Table Lantern
These battery operated lights look 
great on our cocktail tables or 
added to dinner tables to add a 
restaurant-like ambiance. 
QTY: 10
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Our Arbors



(LEFT) Gold Hoop:
Handmade by Dave, 
the double, inter-
twined gold hoops 
are the perfect, 
simple backdrop

(RIGHT) Hexagon:
Height: 7’

(LEFT) Rugged Arch:
Handmade by Dave, 
this heavy hand-
hewn and branch 
arbor also works 
well as a chuppah.

(RIGHT) The Becca:
Made by one of our 
bride’s dads and 
gifted to us - now 
re-stained to blend 
with our decor

Circular Arbor:
Black; Looks ab-
solutely stunning 
when covered in 
fresh florals or 
greenery.

Arbors
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Furniture:
Tables, Chairs & 

Lounge



Hightop Cocktail Tables
30” high, 42” tall. We have 5 of these avail-
able, but they do require linens. 

Handcrafted Wood Tables
Can only be used inside the barn. Two are 7’ 
in length, and seat 6 people. 
Eighteen are 8’ in length, and seat 8 people
Two are 4’ in length, for cake or sign-in.

Table width: 28”
Table height: 30”

Round Cake Table
Dimensions:

Tables
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60” Round Tables
Can be used indoors or outdoors for dinner. 
These do require linens, but there are plenty 
of beautiful solid-colored & patterned lin-
ens available to rent from White Table. Talk 
with us about linen reccomendations! 



Wood Schoolhouse Folding Chairs
Typically for the ceremony, but also 
can be used for reception. 
If you have 60 or fewer guests, these 
can be both ceremony and reception 
chairs.

Driftwood tone French X-Back Chair
Typically for reception inside the barn, 
but may be used for ceremony. 
If you have 60 or fewer guests, these can 
be both ceremony and reception chairs.

Chairs

Both chairs used for past ceremonies:
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Branch Easel
Handmade by Dave. A lot of couples 
choose to use this to display wel-
come signs or their seating chart for 
guests.

Outdoor “Mushroom” 
Heaters
Great for Forest View 
ceremony area, may 
be placed on deck. 
Cannot place over 
mulch or in wooded 
areas.
QTY: 2

Black Iron Easel
This easel looks great with most signs & 
can be used for welcome signs or
seating charts.

Miscellaneous
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Moss Chairs
Quantity: 2
Add on Cost: $50/each

Modern Pink Chairs
Quantity: 2
Add on cost: $50/chair
Dimensions: 26” W x 29” D x 35” H

Antique Leaf Chairs
Quantity: 2
Add on Cost: $50/each
Dimensions:

Wooden Wicker Chairs
*Not tall enough for sweetheart table*
Quantity: 2
Add on cost: $50/chair

Lounge Chairs
*Five pieces are included in the ‘And Then Some’ package. Furniture is an add-
on for all other packages.*
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Antique Leaf Loveseat
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $100
Dimensions:

Emerald Green Loveseat
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $100
Dimensions: 52” long x 27” deep 
x 35” high

Indigo Blue Loveseat
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $100
Dimensions: 52” long x 27” wide deep 
x 35” high

Cranberry Sofa
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $100
Dimensions: 7.5’ long x 36” deep x 19” high

Lounge Sofas
*Five pieces are included in the And Then Some package. Furniture is an add-on 
for all other packages.*
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Gold and Faux Marble Coffee Table
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $50
Dimensions: 

Moroccan Wedding Poufs
Quantity: 2
Add on Cost: $50/each
Dimensions: 

Gold Hammered Side Table 
Quantity: 1
Add on Cost: $30
Dimensions: 

Side Pieces
*Five pieces are included in the And Then Some package. Furniture is an add-on 
for all other packages.*
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Our Rug
Collection



Rugs
We have a variety of rugs that can be used for the aisle & also for lounge seating areas. 
You can let us know what range of colors and how you want them placed! Collections 
include “Reds”, “Blues” & “Neutrals”.
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Neutrals Reds Neutrals

Blues & Neutrals

Reds Reds

Neutrals

Neutrals

Reds & Neutrals


